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Volume I

Student Affairs Materials

- Paul J. Ward, Nancy E. Tribbensee, (Trademark), Protecting the University's Name: Collegiate Licensing Programs; Power Point Presentation
- Paul J. Ward, Nancy E. Tribbensee, (Trademark), Protecting the University's Name: Collegiate Licensing Programs
- Lawrence White, (Supreme Court), The Supreme Court, Congress and Higher Education: Part I: The United States Supreme Court: A Critical Review of Recent and Pending Cases that are Likely to Have a Significant Impact on Higher Education Administration
- William P. Hoye, Scott A. Kelly, (Liability), Preventative Law on Campus: Reducing Liability through Pro-active Risk Assessment and Risk Management
- Sheila Trice Bell, (Malpractice), Educational Malpractice in a New Light? Navigating the Legal Environment for Academic Advisors
- Daniel E. Underwood, (Malpractice), Educational Malpractice in a New Light: Emerging Trends in Negligence Causes of Action in Higher Education
- Peter H. Reger, (Whistleblowing), Whistleblowing and Retaliation
- Jackie McClain (written by), Christine Helwick (presented by), A Critical Look at the Concepts of Whistleblowing and Retaliation
- Melinda W. Grier, (Mediation), A Legal Perspective of Mediation
- Melinda W. Grier, Richard T. Olishak, (Mediation), Evaluating Your Campus Mediation Program: Reconceptualizing Student Dispute Resolution within Appropriate Legal Parameters
- Kimberly Novak, (Liability), The Development of a Pro-Active Risk Management Plan: Lessons Learned, Power Point Presentation
- Kimberly J. Custer, (Liability), Preventative Law on Campus: Reducing Institutional Liability through Proactive Risk Assessment and Management - Using Tort Law as a Tool to Prevent Liability

Volume 2

Student Affairs Materials

- Steven J. McDonald, (Cyberspace), A Cyberspace Update I: Student Issues: Privacy
- Marjorie Hodges Shaw, (Cyberspace), Plagiarism in Cyberspace: Thanks to Steve McDonald
- Rodney J. Petersen, (Cyberspace), A Cyberspace Law Update - Part I: Student Issues (PPT)
- Rachael Blechman, (Academic Decisions), Student Challenges to Academic Decisions (PPT)
- Rachael Blechman, (Academic Decisions), Student Challenges to Academic Decisions
- Norma M. Goonen, (Ethics), Avoiding the Breach: Practical Steps and Ethical Considerations
- Scott D. Makar, (Academic Decisions), What Can be Learned from Sharick v. Southeastern University
- Karen J. Stone, Edward N. Stoner II, (FERPA), Revisiting the Purpose and Effect of FERPA
- Alison Page Lan dry, (First Amendment), Professorial Speech and Academic Freedom
- George M. Shur, (First Amendment), Professorial Speech and Academic Freedom: Balancing First Amendment Rights Against Administrative Responsibilities
- Thomas P. Hustoles, Donna Euben, (Collective Bargaining), Current Collective Bargaining
Issues Involving Faculty, Teaching Assistants, Research Assistants, and Graduate Assistants
Margaret M. Rawles. (Collective Bargaining), Who's In and Who's Out: The Determination of a Bargaining Unit
Margaret M. Rawles. (Collective Bargaining), Current Collective Bargaining Issues Involving Faculty, Teaching Assistants, Research Assistants and Graduate Assistants: Who's In and Who's Out: The Determination of a Bargaining Unit
Michael W. Hawkins. (Collective Bargaining), Defining the Bargaining Unit: Managerial and Supervisory Exclusions in Healthcare and Higher Education Under the National Labor Relations Act (PPT)
Michael W. Hawkins. (Collective Bargaining), Defining the Bargaining Unit: Managerial and Supervisory Exclusions in Healthcare and Higher Education Under the National Labor Relations Act
Wendy S. White. (Crisis Management), Legal Issues in Crisis Management
Janice M. Abraham. (Crisis Management), Legal Issues in Crisis Recovery (PPT)
Janice M. Abraham. (Crisis Management), Legal Aspects of Crisis Management: Issues in Insurance and Crisis Recovery
Richard Chace. (Crisis Management), Legal Aspects of Crisis Management
Steven J. McDonald. (Cyberspace), A Cyberspace Law Update: Part II Academic Issues: Distance Education
Marjorie Hodges Shaw. (Policy), Best Policies and Best Practices (PPT)
Rodney J. Petersen. (Cyberspace), A Cyberspace Law Update: Part II Academic Issues (PPT)
Howard W. Bell, Jr. (Workplace), How to Manage Dysfunctional Workplace Situations and Issues within Legal Parameters
Howard W. Bell, Jr. (Workplace), How to Manage Dysfunctional Workplace Situations and Issues within Legal Parameters (PPT)
Thomas A. Mickes. (Lawsuits), There Must be Fifty Ways to Lose a Lawsuit
Thomas A. Mickes. (Lawsuits), There Must be Fifty Ways to Lose a Lawsuit (PPT)